fortunately, the Lyceum was not available. We begged Craig and Teddie to be reasonable; surely lie could make some other Cockran theatre suit his purpose, but in vain. And Craig withdrew, threw away, so it seemed to us, this unique chance. We had hoped he would put on a masque and perhaps Max's two plays, the original Happy Hypocrite^ A Social Success; the latter had seldom been performed, It was not to be. I thought of Teddie's dear mother, Ellen Terry, of how she longed for recognition for his work. 'He is a genius. Yet his hair is quite white, and no one will give him his chance.' To have influenced the theatre throughout Europe and America, and yet to have produced so little in England since the nineties, what a loss! I have seen nothing to equal Craig's productions, save only those of the Habima Players. With them again, drama, interpretation, dress and scene made a perfect unity. Craig reminded me of Arthur Rimbaud, who also, in his early youth, gave a new form to French poetry and then wrote no more, Craig at least has produced plays abroad; and his talent for writing has never deserted him. Yes; Craig has many gifts. He is no mean artist. His woodcuts are bold and dramatic, especially those he made for Count Kessler's fine edition of Hamlet which he issued from his Weimar Press. When Kessler had to escape, at an hour's notice, from Germany, after the Nazis' accession to power, leaving all his possessions, he was most grieved at having to resign his press.
Craig is also one of the best letter writers of our time. So, too, is Max; but of late years Max has refused, save on the rarest occasions, to put pen to paper. Perhaps the increasing number of autobiographies in which letters are quoted make writers self-conscious. When I write to Max I address my letters to The Caves of Silence, Rapallo', knowing there will be no response.
Ramsay MacDonald came in one Sunday evening while
Max was in London en gar^on and was staying with us. In
answer to the Prime Minister's enquiries about his health,
Max said he had had a bad afternoon. He had met a friend
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